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This EPJ special topics issue is a collection of contributions about
some recent developments in statistical mechanics and dynamical com-
plexity. The various articles report results on statistical fluctuations,
non equilibrium models, chaos and nonlinear interactions, complexity
and its various associated measures.

The long-standing endeavor of Statistical Mechanics is to establish a mathematical
framework which allows to encompass different levels of description of a many-particle
system: (i) the microscopic setting, stemming from the Boltzmann-Gibbs statistical
ensemble theory [1,2]; (ii) the mesoscopic scale, typically described in the framework
of kinetic theory [3–5], interacting particle systems [6–12] or even more general sto-
chastic processes [13,14]; (iii) the macroscopic level, which is the standard set-up in
contexts such as the derivation of hydrodynamic equations, turbulence [15–17], Irre-
versible Thermodynamics [18], etc. Equilibrium phenomena have been investigated
and understood much more thoroughly than non-equilibrium ones. At present, the
equilibrium theory may be considered complete, for what concerns the microscopic
foundations of equilibrium thermodynamics, including the theory of phase transitions
and critical phenomena. On the other hand, in spite of the long-standing research ac-
tivity, Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics is still an open field of research. One of
the reasons is that nonequilibrium phenomena are so numerous, diverse and com-
plex that attaining a unified description may still appear as an elusive ambition.
In particular, away from equilibrium one cannot bypass the analysis of the micro-
scopic dynamics even in the study of stationary states, that are the simplest beyond
equilibrium.
Nevertheless, relevant progresses were made in this field in the last decades, cf. [19].

We refer, for instance, to the discovery of the Fluctuation Relations for deterministic
and stochastic dynamics [20–22]. Much effort was needed, in particular, to identify the
minimal mathematical ingredients as well as the physical mechanisms lying beneath
the validity of such relations [23–25]. Another result, whose mathematical theory was
originally dug out in the sixties of the last century [26,27] and was then gradually
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unravelled in the following decades, is represented by the Fluctuation-Dissipation
Theorem [28–33], which allows to express the response of a system to an external
perturbation in terms of a correlation function computed with respect to a reference
measure.
The different techniques proposed to investigate the variety of non-equilibrium

models can be thus considered as a theoretical laboratory in which many fundamental
questions in statistical physics can be investigated thoroughly.
Strictly linked to the framework of Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics is the

emerging, rather interdisciplinary, realm of “Complexity”. Complexity is a term as-
sociated with a complex or complex adaptive system, which measures the amount of
information related to the dynamics. Complex system is one, which has many inter-
acting components that make the whole unit highly nonlinear. Complexity measures
are of trending interest in both classical and quantum systems. It is very effective to
quantify the ‘uncertain’ phenomenon in several branches of Science, Engineering and
Management [34–39]. For example, the structure of an organization is complex, may
not be chaotic. The healthy human heart is complex, since it has many interacting
subunits to keep the whole system (heart) active. A cardiac heart is less complex,
since it fails to working properly with each interacting subunits [40,41]. Several other
type of complexity can be investigated in laser and optics [34], ecological and biolog-
ical models and networks [40,41], pseudo random number generations [35], economy
and politics [39], fractional dynamics [42], etc.
Dynamical complexity is generally investigated by computing the entropy of the

dynamics. In fact the Shannon entropy and the von Neumann entropy are related
to the information present in classical and quantum systems, respectively. Entropy,
in information theory point of view, measures the amount of uncertainty in a dy-
namics. It increases when the system is more likely random and decreases, when it is
less random. Thus, if the entropy is high for some system, the system is considered
more complex, while for low entropy value, the system is less complex. Several en-
tropy measures such as Shannon entropy, Gibbs entropy, Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy,
have got tremendous response in the research communities. Since the inception of
the recurrence plots (RP), few other measures of complexity have been introduced,
which stands more effective than the Lyapunov exponent in determining the diver-
gence behavior of dynamical systems. Such entropy based quantifiers of RPs includes
normalized entropy of recurrence times or the Shannon entropy of the distribution
of length of diagonal line segments, which can detect points of bifurcation. How-
ever, these RP based entropy, sometimes fail to capture the complexity of the system
properly because of the choice of improper distance threshold to obtain the binary
recurrent matrix. Thus, an alternative notion of Weighted RP(WRP) was introduced.
The Shannon entropy based on WRP is known as Entropy of the WRP (WRPE).
This special issue on ‘Aspects of Statistical Mechanics and Dynamical Complex-

ity’, consists of 15 regular research articles and one review note. Each contribution
refers to the trends of statistical mechanics, the recent developments on complex-
ity and complex networks. Several analytical and experimental results are combined
together. The articles can be grouped into six categories, namely:

1. Complexity of systems, networks and signals [36,43–46];
2. Complexity and random number generators [35,47];
3. Fluctuations and stochastic dynamics [48,49];
4. Coupled transport problem and maximum entropy principle [50,51];
5. Quantum mechanics in phase space [52];
6. Modeling and various applications [53–56] .

In [43], the authors investigated the dynamical complexity by Shannon entropy
is not an effective measure of short and noisy time series from chaotic dynamical
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systems and Markov chains. They proposed a new measure for short and noisy time
series. The analysis has been implemented with analytical and simulation results.
The article [44] is about connections between hierarchical topological scales of

the simplicial complexes and the organization of functional clusters communities in
complex networks. The analysis has been implemented analytically and also with
random network configurations with large number of nodes.
In [36] the authors proposed the changes in the dynamics and complexity in syn-

chronized and non synchronized states. They also proposed and modified a chaos
synchronization based secure communication scheme to implement in case of non
synchronization. The scheme is designed and illustrated using examples and simula-
tions.
In [45] the authors investigated the high dynamical complexity of the brain, as a

small world topology. They compared four nonlinear connectivity measures and show
that each method characterizes distinct features of brain interactions.
The paper by Cerbelli et al. [46] studies the properties of laminar mixing flows

exploiting chaotic advection and investigate the qualitative and quantitative behavior
of the eigenvalues/eigenfunctions of the advection-diffusion operator in the limit of
large Peclet numbers. In particular, the use of the mapping-matrix approach, cali-
brated to account for coarse-graining effects, is used by the Authors to investigate a
wide range of Peclet values.
The article [47] is about a novel method to extend the Cat map from 2-dimension

to higher dimension using the fast pseudo Hadamard Transform. The associated com-
plexity is investigated using various entropy measures.
In [35] the authors proposed a topologically conjugate map, equivalent to the

Logistic map. The proposed map is on integer domain, which is effective for classi-
cal cryptography. Permutation entropy (PE) and the Lempel-Ziv (LZ-76) complexity
measure has been implemented for both the maps to compare the dynamical proper-
ties.
The research by Giona et al. [48] analyzes the thermodynamic properties of sto-

chastic differential equations driven by smooth Poisson-Kac fluctuations, and their
convergence, in the Kac limit, towards Wiener-driven Langevin equations. In par-
ticular, using a Markovian embedding of the stochastic work variable, the Authors
prove that the Kac-limit convergence implies a Stratonovich formulation of the limit
Langevin equations.
The article by Boccagna et al. [49] explains in detail how to construct an efficient

algorithm based on the Multispin Coding technique for the Kob-Andersen glassy
dynamics. It is worth recalling that when ergodicity is broken, computer simulations
are essential to keep track of dynamical aspects. However, since the dynamics is
inherently slow, execution times may be really long; here comes, hence, the need to
speed up simulations by using fast algorithms to provide outputs in suitable times.
The article by Auletta et al. [50] tackles a fundamental issue in Statistical Me-

chanics, namely the validity of the so-called Maximum Entropy Principle away from
equilibrium. After a careful examination of some paradigmatic examples, the Authors
are prone to conclude that the above principle does not actually have a predictive
nature and can yield wrong results for nonequilibrium systems. In particular, the
conclusion of the Authors, shared also by us, is that the analysis of the microscopic
dynamics is a crucial step not to be avoided when dealing with systems away from
equilibrium.
The article by Duong et al. [51] explores the realm of hydrodynamic limits for

interacting particle systems. In particular, the Authors investigate which properties
of the microscopic dynamics must be invoked to give rise to a particular structure
of macroscopic coupled transport equations arising when different populations are
jointly evolving. This manuscript, hence, fits definitely well with the scope of the
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Special Issue in that it sheds light on the bridge between different levels of description
of a particle system.
In [52] the authors constructed the Wigner functions of non commutative quan-

tum mechanics for a system of 2-degrees of freedom. Wigner functions are known
to be the quantum-mechanical analogue of the phase space distribution of classical
statistical mechanics that includes quantum mechanical corrections and hence serve
many computational purposes in quantum settings. It is also known that the Wigner
function can be related to variation of information measures and entropies.
The article [53] is a review work on the security of multi threaded program.The

authors discussed about existing and a novel model which does not follow the tra-
ditional information-theoretic channel setting. The quantitative analysis is discussed
with entropy measures.
The article [54] is about experimental observation of Fuzzy-PD Controller for a

moving robot. The analysis has been investigated with a Cross-Entropy Optimization
Approach.
The paper by Rodr̀ıguez et al. [55] proposes a suitable variation of the “Infotaxis”

mechanism, which is an olfactory search strategy recently proposed in the literature
to locate the source of a volatile substance transported in a turbulent environment.
The Authors consider a slightly modified strategy called blind-infotaxis and study its
performance measured by the rate of success and mean search time, under changes
in the environment parameters such as diffusivity, rate of emission or wind velocity.
Their results pose some limits on the performance of blind Infotaxis, and also have
practical consequences for the design of future machines able to track and detect an
emitting source of chemicals or volatile substances.
The paper by Cirillo et al. [56] deals, instead, with the issue ofMetastability which

is a phenomenon widely studied both in the mathematical and physical literature. The
Authors, under rather general conditions, give an estimate of the exit time from a
metastable state in a presence of a second metastable state that must be necessarily
visited by the system before eventually reaching the stable phase.

We would like to thank the authors for their contributions and the referees for their remark-
able effort in reviewing the articles. We hope this issue will be helpful for the scientists and
researchers working on the field of statistical mechanics. Finally, we would like to thank all
members of EPJ ST, for hosting this special issue, specially Dr. Caron, Sabine Lehr and
Nicolas Puyaubreau for their kind support.
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